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SECTION _ A

Answer all questions, each in one word or one sentences. Each question carries
1 mark.

1. Unimolecular gas phase reactions follow first order kinetics at high pressures
and second order kinetics at low pressures. Justify the statement.

2.

Farthe reaction

3. Define

,

A

n, , B k, > C, find steady state concentration of B.

Michactis mention constant.

4. Write Hammelt equation. Explain the terms

5. Define

isosteric heat of adsorption.

6. Distinguish

between activated and nonactivated adsorption.

7.

Define zeta potential.

8.

Suggest one method each to determine a) Numneraverage b)Weight average
molar mass of macromolecules.
SECTION

-

B

Answer eight questions. Answer may be in one or two sentences. Each question
carries 2 marks.

9.

How would you determine entropy of activation ?
i
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10. Define:

a) Steric factor
b) Threshold energy with reference to collision theory.
11. Define volume of activation. How is it determined

?

12. Distinguish between generalacid and specific H+ catalysis.

13. What is secondary salt effect

?

14. What is branching chain reaction

? Write one example.

15. Write Gibbs adsorption isotherm. How is it verified

?

16. Calculate the wavetength of electrons accelerated by a potential of 1O0O V.
17. What are the assumptions of Langmuir adsorption isotherms

?

18. What is stern model of electrical double layer represent graphically

?

19. State and explain Schultz Hardy rule.

20. Define electrokinetic phenomena. Listthe various electrokinetic phenomena.
SECTION _ C
Answer four questions. Each question carries 3 marks.

21. For two parallel reactions

A k' > B and A k, > C derive equations for the

concentration of A, B and C on a function of time. Represent graphically.

22. Show that for the rigid sphere model ol bimolecular reaction show that absolute
rate theory agrees with simple collision theory.

23. Write rice Herzfeld mechanism for the decomposition of acetaldehyde. Derive
the rate law.

24. Derive an equation

for the influence of dielectrie constant of the medium on the
rate of ionic reactions in solution

25. For competitive adsorption
coverage QR

of two gases A and B showlhat the tractional surface

: , , O4'o , = Po and P,u are the partial pressures of gases A
1 + boPo +brPu

and B, bo and bu are the equilibrium constants forthe adsorption of A and B.
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26. What is Donnan Membrane equilibrium ? Discuss its applications.
27. Briefly discuss Langmuir film balance experiment.
28. What are the factors affecting stability of colloids ? Discuss.
SECTION _ D

Answer either A or B of each question. Each question carries 6 marks.
29. A) What are the assumptions in Transition State Theory ? Derive are equation
for the rate constant of a bimolecular reaction using transition state theory.
OR

B) Write a brief account of the methods of studying fast reactions.

30. A) Discuss briefly Somenoff Herishelwood theory of branching chain reactions.
OR

B) What are the mechanisms of acid base catalysis ? Discuss
31. A) Derive BET adsorption isotherm.
OR

B) Write a brief account of the methods for the determination of surface area of
solids.

32. A) Derive an equation for zeta potentialfrom electrophoresis.
OR

B) Discuss light scattering method of determining weight average molecular
weight.

